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Attempt the given questions.

(A) Choose the correct options to fill in the blanks to complete the passage:

The three men opened the iron almirah and took out the cash and jewellery and put them into the bag that they
______ with them. Then they took a few more things like clothes, sarees, etc. and got ready to go.

(a) has carry. (b) have carried

(c) had carried (d) was carry

(B) Fill in the blank by choosing the correct options.

At the clinic, the doctor asked the patient what............... with him.

(a) was the problem. (b) were the matter

(c) does the problem. (d) is the matter

(C) Complete the given sentence with the correct modal.

He asked,"________ I have a sip from your water bottle?"

(a) Would. (b) May

(c) Can. (d) Will

(D) Fill in the blanks with the right articles.

I saw_____huge elephant in______jungle.

(a) the, a. (b) a, the

(c) a, a. (d) the, the

(E) Complete the following with the correct interrogative.

________ is the pink dress I gave you last year?

(a) Which

(b) Who

(c) Why

(d) Where



(F) The following paragraph has not been edited. There is one error in each line. Identify the error and write its
correction against the correct blank number.The first one has been done for you.

Error Correction

Books helped us know more about our ancestry. Eg. helped. help

Through books, we get to knew about great writers, (1)________. ________

poets or philosophers. Books have solutions in them. (2)________. ________

By reading books, our knowledge increased. (3)________. ________

One should develop a habit of reading books.

(G) There....... a crazy number of boys in the garden.

(a) are. (b) have

(c) is. (d) has

(H) Some of the students in my class ________sad as they did not pass.

(a) was. (b) were

(c) is. (d) may

(I) They are going to the concert. They have already got.................. tickets.

(a) there. (b) theirs

(c) their. (d) them

(J) Plants ________have sunlight in order to make food.

(a) must. (b) can

(c) may. (d) will

(K) Since our bags are identical, you ________ have taken mine by mistake.

(a) should. (b) could

(c) will. (d) shall

(L) Choose the correct option to complete the given dialogue.

Priya: Hey Smita. Are you free this weekend?

Smita: Yes, (i)" _________"

Choose the correct option for (i)

(a) I am busy this weekend. (b) I have no plans for the weekend.

(c) I have a meeting for the weekend. (d) Sorry, I have an appointment.




